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Editorial

New President’s Message

I

never thought I would admit to having even the slightest sympathy for politicians
but having been elected president of EUSJA at the GA in Leiden I am beginning to
change my mind. I have realised you need thick skin, masses of diplomacy and a loud
voice just to survive.
And wow what an assembly! For those of you not
there, there was a heated
debate about elections and
last minute candidates put
forward. The whole election
process took much longer
than scheduled and as a
result much of the agenda
wasn’t covered. However,
after discussions, some bitter accusations everything
was satisfactorily sorted and
you now are stuck with me
as president. Viola Egikova
is vice president; Wolfgang
Goede, secretary and Elmar
Veerman, treasurer. And
there’s more. We now have
two new co-opted board
members, Menelaos Sotiriou
from Greece and Fabio
Turone from Italy. Menelaos
and Fabio have experience in
New EUSJA President Barbie Drillsma
fund raising and social networkcongratulated by former President
ing so both will be and have
Hajo
Neubert
right after the election by the
already demonstrated, that
General Assembly held in Leiden in March
they will be a huge asset to the
board.
The new board met early on Sunday morning before we all dispersed and we have
vowed to keep the momentum going and actually devote a lot of our time to making
EUSJA not only work but move forward and play a prominent role in decision making
across the EU. We want to see more training events for members, increased contact
between us all and set up a structure so all delegates and members from each association can play a role in planning our events.
EUSJA is willing to move forward and play a prominent role in
decision making across the EU.

For instance, Jop de Vrieze and Ricardo Garcia will be teaming up with board members
to develop a prize scheme to allow journalists to work on investigation stories. In these
cash-strapped times, journalists don’t have the luxury of taking time out to pursue a
lengthy investigation.

Continued on page 2
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Continued from front page
Maybe our scheme will help.
Since the assembly almost 100 of you have joined our Facebook
site which is amazing. There’s only another couple of thousand
(including me) to make the click. I do urge you to do this. I also
want the name of EUSJA to be spread around so if any of you
are having business cards re-printed please put “member of
EUSJA” on your cards. And perhaps you can also add it to your
electronic signatures.
ESOF 2012 in Dublin
and WCSJ 2013 in Helsinki are the next
important meetings to mark in your calendar
We are working on our sessions for ESOF2012 in Dublin and
already planning our presence at the next WFSJ conference in
Helsinki in July, 2013. We have realised that
Connie St. Louis and Kaianders Sempler
study trips, although hard work to set up,
during the General Assembly (top)
are increasingly popular so we urge you all to
look around and identify any possible visits to
which we can be invited.
Such trips not only increase our scientific
Rosemarie Waldner,
knowledge and allow us to pursue our storyMarina Huzvarova
telling role but cement the bond between us
and
Marzenna
Nowakowska
(right)
all and that’s so important.
Having only been in the post for a few weeks
I realise just how much work Hajo has done:
over the years he has held the post and I
want to publically thank him. Morgens who
has valiantly re-vamped and administered our
web page and who is now stepping down
needs a huge thanks and a medal.
Thanks are also due to Anna Nolan, Marina
Huzvarova and Elisabeth Noestlinger, our
election nomination team. What a job they
had at the assembly!
Kaianders and I would be grateful to receive feedback about
EUSJA News. Is it read and distributed to all your members? Do
we really need EUSJA News? Let us know. If there is anything
important to tell you before the next edition I shall post information on our new updated
web page.
All the best

Barbie Drillsma,
EUSJA President

Viola Egikova,
Raili Leino
and Wolfgang
Goede during
a heated
moment of
the General
Assembly

Olivier
Dessibourg
and
Menelaos
Sotiriou

Mogens Bisgaard having a drink in a relaxed moment (left),
Mercè Piqueras, Viola Egikova, Priit Ennet, Marina Huzvarova and Alexandru Mironov (middle) during a break
Werner Hadorn, Rosemarie Waldner and Fabio Turone in a tense moment of the General Assembly
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Call for proposals

The Helsinki World Conference
is waiting for you – and for your ideas
Fabio Turone

W

hen it comes to science writing, many still wonder
what are the basic differences between science
communication and science journalism – or just
assume that there is none.
The theme chosen for the 8th World Conference of Science
Journalists to be held in Helsinki from June 24 to 28, 2013 – "Science Journalism: Critical questioning in the public sphere" – is
there to ask the collective wisdom of the world community of
science journalists to provide the best possible answer.
The Programme Committee – headed by Ulla Järvi and composed by ten journalists from all over the world (including the
author of this piece) – is inviting proposals from colleagues who
are already familiar with this World event and from those who
never attended so far.
Send your ideas for panels or speeches through
the Conference website www.wcsj2013.org

Each day will be characterised by a theme such as "Our common
values", "Our exciting work" and "Our vulnerable world", and the
preference will go to proposals that focus on science journalism
rather that science itself, such as:
• How to read scientific results – and make news
• Practice your social media skills
• Climate change, what about journalism
• Medical journalism in 2020 - Risks, frauds and public relations
• “Muzzling” scientists?
• Culture and science journalism
• Modern ways to earn with science journalism
• The role of national science journalists´ associations
• New ways to change the world with journalism

The President of the World Federation of Science
Journalists (and former EUSJA treasurer) Vesa
Niinikangas, inviting colleagues to bring their views
on the profession to Helsinki 2013. With him, several
members of the Conference organisation: from the
left Mohammed Yahia (programme committee) Satu
Lipponen (chair of the organising committee) Ulla Järvi
(chair of the programme committee, also bottom left)
and Raili Leino, vice chair of the International advisory
board headed by Hajo Neubert (bottom right).

More than 1.000 specialised journalists are expected to attend,
also considering that over 700 attended the 2011 7th World
Conference even though it was moved from Cairo to the more
remote and expensive Doha, in Qatar, at the very last minute,
making it a very successful and lively meeting.

•

Deadline for proposals: May, 15th 2012
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Storytelling as a powerful tool for the profession

WANTED: Comprehensive Training
Program for Europe's Science Journalists

E

urope needs better science journalists. The delegates
of the 2012 EUSJA General Assembly in Leiden,
Netherlands, agreed on the necessity that professionals
across the continent need to step up their efforts if science journalism wants to survive. Otherwise it could be overtaken and
absorbed by science communication.
Thus the advancement of science journalism is a high priority
of the newly elected EUSJA board. At its first board meeting, it
decided to launch a comprehensive training program which rests
on three pillars: statistics, investigation, storytelling.
It shall be kicked off at the World Conference of Science Journalists WCSJ 2013 Helsinki. This EUSJA spring newsletter will deal
with storytelling, the autumn edition will highlight the art to read
and handle statistics as well as dive into controversial topics and
investigate them right.
Dig into the mysteries of the universe,
spot the facts,
ignite fascination
I can't believe it! This fall, I have been 28 years an editor for
P.M. magazine. Founded in 1978, it has been the first real popular science magazine in Germany, so successful, that the idea
branched out all over Europe and Latin America, even China
(muy interesante, ca m'interesse, focus). Of course, every country
is independent and produces its own, unique edition, but we all
are driven by the same passion: to discover the world, its hidden
secrets and promises.
Therefore I somewhat feel like Columbus, searching a new continent, sensing its ether, odor, shape, but never arrive. Science and
our means to reflect and describe are too restricted, in other
words: This universe, our planet and nature, genesis is just too
complex -- divine?
No matter what the answer might be: The urge to dig into this
mystery, spot the facts and weave them into a fascinating story
keeps me and my colleagues across the world on our toes, on
the move, hungry for more. In the past 15 years I have attended

numerous conferences on science and science journalism and
I always have felt a bit isolated. Many colleagues don't seem to
share this vision to create a great, unique story.
Imagine my joy when I met at the last World Conference of Science Journalists in Doha, Qatar two intimate members of my
family: Angela Posada-Swafford, US Senior Science Correspondent MUY INTERESANTE magazine, Spain edition, and Federico
Kukso, editor MUY INTERESANTE magazine, Argentina. Among
the cousins there was at once this vibrating, mutual wave length.
So they decided to join, throw all their eggs in one basket and
organize a capacity building session on the art of popular science
reporting. That shall be presented next summer at the Helsinki
world conference, thus adding a new and valuable ingredient. Here come Angela and Federico and present themselves
describing storytelling as a powerful vehicle for more democracy.

Wolfgang C. Goede, Senior Editor P.M magazine, German TELI board member
A tool to develop critical thought
and a cure for religious fundamentalists
& technophobes
Popular science writing and storytelling means blending narrative and color with accurate scientific data and theory. It
means bridging two worlds, translating and interpreting valuable
research into pleasurable and inspiring reading, viewing or listening experiences. That often means humanizing --even anthropomorphizing -- science. We humans are storytellers by nature.
We all love a good tale. This is how we began sharing our
experience with our children, all reunited around a prehistoric
fireplace some place.
Even though many scientists are wary of becoming icons of the
press when it comes to popularizing science, embracing the
concept is a win-win situation. Because few in the general public
understand science and many fear its awesome power, it is crucial to give people the tools to develop critical thought. The cure

An historic depiction of storytelling from
Marshall McLuhan's book "The Medium is the
Massage", with its original caption: "The new
electronic interdependence recreates the
world in the image of a global village"
.
(According to Wikipedia, the title was
supposed to have read "The Medium is the
Message" but the typesetter had made an error.
When McLuhan saw the typo he exclaimed,
"Leave it alone!
It's great, and right on target!")
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Angela PosadaSwafford telling
science stories
to little children
for fear and loathing of science that one encounters in groups
such as religious fundamentalists or technophobes is knowledge,
conveyed in stories that capture and reward the attention of an
audience.
Writing science for the general public does not mean that scientists need to stop writing technical, descriptive papers on their
research. These are two different things with two different purposes. Isaac Asimov, Stephen Jay Gould, Carl Sagan, Carl Zimmer, Michio Kaku, David Quammen, Steven Pinker, Jarred Diamond, David Attenborough, Bill Bryson, Richard Preston, are but
a few examples of great science writers (both scientists and/or
journalists) who mastered some form of narrative science writing. Their books, essays and articles have done much to make
us fall in love or at least to become curious about a particular
aspect of science.
Scientific discoveries are made by people. They don’t just happen. I am much more likely to never forget the image conveyed
by a sentence that describes the hand of a lab researcher who is
carrying a vial with a trillion deadly viruses, than to just mention
the fact that such a virus is being used for research.
Then there is the still largely forgotten science writing market for
kids, crafting adventure and adrenaline novels with all the power
and plot and character development techniques of great fiction

Narrative "cousins" Angela Posada-Swafford
and Federico Kukso in Doha, Qatar, for WCSJ 2011
Spring 2012 				

novels. My own experience with my collection “Los Aventureros
de la Ciencia/The Adventurers of Science” has been extremely
rewarding in that my readers throughout Latin America respond
strongly to the science content of each 200+ page book. This is
a direct, palpable and measurable effect of narrative science writing on the younger generations.

Angela Posada-Swafford, US Senior Science
Correspondent MUY INTERESANTE magazine //
Spain edition
Empower people with sustainable knowledge
and democratize science
We live in an age of hyperinformation. Twitter, facebook, social
networks, at the end of the day we hardly remember the avalanche of information which has tried to enter our brains, unless
it has been related very well. Good journalism must always live
up to this challenge: telling an outstanding story which we can
identify with.
Remember, how many times you have been sucked into an article and could not stop until you had finished it? That was a good
story, and the knowledge how it is being built, its architecture
and dramaturgie are crucial for our survival in science journalism!
Its major force is curiosity and the fascination to really get to
know the world and its millions of secrets. It is science which
opens the doors to this treasury. And there is only one vehicle
to describe what the visitor is detecting. That is the magic of
words.
Other than the visual language, which is highly condensed and
often rather confusing with an endless stream of contradictive
pictures, the power of the word is capable of establishing a
receptive environment. Science journalists are the conveyors of
this. But they are not handing down the findings of the scientific
community to the public, as many scientists would like them to
do.
Science journalists operate on their own, they witness the scientific discoveries and share them, make them understandable,
reveal the background and explain the impacts, in other words:
enlighten the public and empower the people with sustainable
knowledge.
Magazines like MUY INTERESANTE are guided by this spirit: to
reach, touch and move their readers with excellent stories about
the entire array of scientific research. Their mission is to democratize science and to make it part of mainstream society.

Federico Kukso, Editor MUY INTERESANTE
magazine // Argentina
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EUSJA's online presence

What are science journalists
supposed to do with social media?
Fabio Turone

«

Why is it that so many professional media types (journalists, editors, etc) who usually are audience-conscious
instead become completely audience-oblivious when they
communicate through Twitter? Most sound like they're tweeting
only for their buddies--or for the people they follow» read one
recent Facebook status of one of the many science journalists
who spend a lot of their time on both social networks, probably
wondering why they really do it.
The vent hides in fact a crucial question: how is a “professional
media type” supposed to use social media? And what for? Networking? Interacting with their audience? Reaching new audiences? Self-promotion?
Raise your hand if you ever felt that you wasted too much time
wandering around instead of producing copy as expected. And

raise both hands if you felt overwhelmed at times by the incessant flood of e-mails, links, likes, tweets, feeds you-name-it invading your computer's desktop.
«The Internet? It's an excellent tool
for those who want to procrastinate»
When it comes to Internet and the social media, finding the
most effective balance between water cooler chit chat – with all
the variants of the scary illness that today goes under the name
of “procrastination” – and productive exchanges that go rapidly
to a useful point is often quite hard. The task is particularly challenging for those who – like science writers – spend most of
their day connected to the net, looking for news, new ideas and
good sources. And willing to promote themselves and their job,
since this is a relevant part of any professional's job (particularly

Preliminary results of the first 263 respondents; March 2012: the survey conducted by SWIM is still open
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See you
online!
• The official website:
www.eusja.org
• The mailing list:
EUSJA@yahoogroups.com
•The Facebook group: EUSJA (from
within FB, or else http://tinyurl.com/eusjagroup)
• The experimental social network:
www.eusja.net

when freelancing).
How is it that so many colleagues science
journalists find social networks very useful?
According to the very preliminary results of the online survey
“Know Thyself, Science Journalist!” launched in January, around
45% of professionals think that social networks are “very useful”
for their job, while for 36% they are “sometimes useful” and for
13% they are “a loss of time, but sometimes useful” (the survey
collected so far 263 responses from 26 countries, among which
207 from Europe, and is still open at www.tinyurl.com/sciencejourno). Over 75% of respondents have a personal profile both
on Linkedin and Facebook, and 62% are on Twitter, and almost
30% have a personal or professional blog.
For those who use them as a self-promotional tool there are
general marketing rules that apply to social media, that were
illustrated in a conference organised in the UK last March. The
debate was later summarized in a synthetic report titled “The
Best 25 Social Media Tips”. Many suggestions are aimed at companies who have a brand to promote, but others are useful for
anyone.
One relevant suggestion is to be consistent with Facebook

updates: «When you set the expectation of posting once
a day and then you stop doing it, it’s noticeable. It’s almost
worse to start doing something and then stop, than not to
do anything» reads the report (available at http://tinyurl.
com/25SocialMediaTips).
Other great tips include:
• Don’t chew with your mouth open: edit before you post.
Sloppy spelling can cheapen your brand and distract from your
message.
• Write thank-you notes. If you’re inspired by a blog post, status
update or tweet, give credit where credit is due.
• Treat social media like a networking event. Nobody listens to
the person who walks in and starts selling. Nobody likes the person that talks about themselves all the time.
• Don’t post out of obligation—post when you’ve got great content. People don’t spread content because it’s Thursday; people
spread content because it’s awesome.
• Understand why you’re participating before you start.
• Integrate Facebook with everything you do online. Make sure
you integrate Facebook with other digital initiatives like email and
your blog, because people like to subscribe or show their affinity
in different ways.
• And Don’t Be Timid – Have no fear.

•

Will you "friend" me?
E

Contributors to the debate on the EUSJA page. From left to right: Barbara Gallavotti, Frank Nuijens,
Alexander Hellemans, Fabio Turone, Gerhard Samulat and Hendrik Bendix
Spring 2012 				
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Getting ready for ESOF 2012

Have a pint with the prof
— or porridge, in Dublin!
Wolfgang C. Goede

T

he countdown for this year's ESOF is on. The
Euroscience Open Forum started officially in February
during the AAAS annual convention in Vancouver. That
passed mostly unnoticed by the rest of the world, but one
month later it became serious.
For the first time in history, the St. Patrick's Parade in Dublin on
March 17 was dedicated to science. The Irish mean business and
will utilize the most important scientific event in Europe to make
themselves known on the continent as a scientific power.
Between July 11 and July 15 Dublin will be the hub of European
science. Ireland's capital tries to attract thousands of visitors
with a broad-based programme.
More than 400 speakers will cover a variety of topics from
exoplanets to better, more powerful athletes who possibly
perform miracles during the Olympic Games two weeks later
in London. Innovations in the Islamic world and urban sustainability are being addressed, but one of the academic highlights
will be Craig Venter with a key note speech on "What is life in
the 21st century?“
ESOF will take a great deal of science out to the streets and
the squares of the Irish capital. There will be a ten day science

festival with theatre and interactive installations, picnics, even
a fashion show and debates. This is to ensure that this panEuropean conference remains, as designed by its inventors, a
grassroots event and enhances the dialogue between science
and society. This goal was outlined by Peter Tindemans, the
new General Secretary of Euroscience and chief organizer of
this year's ESOF in Dublin.
He addressed, in March the EUSJA general assembly in Leiden,
Netherlands, and encouraged delegates of science journalists'
associations from across Europe to attend and bring in their
organisations. He indicated that his organization would be open
for a partnership with EUSJA.
In the past, there was criticism that ESOF did not cater enough
to the needs of journalists.” This time we try to provide you
with plenty of news“, says Breda O'Brien, the chief communication officer in Dublin. Also the informal sessions with professors will be resumed. What was phrased „a pretzel with the
prof“ in Munich, „a tapas with the prof“ in Barcelona, „a pizza
with the prof“ in Turin will become in Dublin „a pint with the
prof—most likely filled with a Guinness beer, we may assume!
But, of course, not in the morning, as Breda quickly adds.
For early hours their will be another, more sobering arrangements: Have porridge with the prof!

•

St Patrick's Parade Dublin 2012. How rainbows are formed
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Two panels on the future of energy and of science journalism

EUSJA's engagement

E

USJA will be represented at ESOF 2012 Dublin with two
session (see details below):
The first will discuss about "What will power Europe's
July 15, Sunday, 1:30PM – 3:00PM
What will power Europe's future?

EUSJA session in co-operation with the International
Science Writers' Association ISWA
Speakers: Wolfgang Goede, Hanns-Joachim Neubert, ,
Mariko Takahashi, Denis Delbecq, Barbara Drillsma
The catastrophic failure of the Japanese power plant
in Fukushima has divided Europe over the future use
of nuclear energy. In almost every country, there have
been calls to reassess the risks and benefits of nuclear
power and to slow down the construction of new
power plants.
The European debate raises some critical – and difficult
– questions.
This workshop will explore the societal, cultural and
journalistic concerns. It will look at science journalism
coverage of the tensions between science/technology,
economical constraints and political purposes using
the example of nuclear power and energy in general.
Debaters will trigger an audience discussion about old
and new roles for science journalism in democratic
processes using the example of nuclear power and
energy in general.
A final summary may eventually lead to an action plan
for a new role for science journalists in societal, scientific and political debates.

future?," and the second will address the question: "Is science
journalism dead—or does it just smell funny?
Both convene a rich international panel.
July 11, Wednesday, 4:00PM – 5:30PM
Is science journalism dead -or does it just smell funny?
Speakers: Brian Trench, Nadia El-Awady, Wolfgang
Goede, Elisabetta Tola, Martin Robbins
This round table debate on the current standing of
science journalism includes a panel of experienced
journalists with strong views and concerns on science
journalism. Among the issues:
• Increasing direct communication to the public by
scientific bodies that is tending to reduce the need for
journalist intermediaries
• Proliferation and diversification of internet news and
commentary blurring the distinctions between independent reporting and amateur and partisan coverage
• growing perception that the routines of established
science journalism are worn-out and that science
reporting is too vulnerable to claims of ‘breakthrough’
and ‘world-first’
• reduction in specialist staff science journalists due to
financial pressures and the restructuring of employment as largely casual, desk-bound and generalist
• increasing exposure of generalist journalists to topics with important scientific angles (e.g. epidemics,
pandemics, ash clouds, extreme weather, water stress)

Euroscience Open Forum, Dublin 2012
Office of the Chief Scientific Adviser
Wilton Park House
Wilton Place
Dublin 2
www.esof2012.org
Tel + 353 1 607 3145
Email:info@esof2012.org
For media queries
Please contact Breda O’Brien
breda.obrien@chiefscientificadviser.ie
Phone +353 1 607 3179
All information about the ESOF program,
registration http://esof2012.org/
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At the scientific discovery of Dublin

Check out Mary Mulvihills apps
bringing science stories to a new audience
Karen Lillington

A

n obsession with making science and technology come
to life through stories about people, places and objects
has made Dubliner Mary Mulvihill one of Ireland’s bestknown science writers and broadcasters, a member of ISJA.
The author of Ingenious Ireland, a county-by-county guide
to the natural, scientific and man-made wonders around the
island, and the presenter of numerous radio programmes centred on science, Mary is now using the internet and apps to
bring her stories to new audiences of all ages.
“I suppose I just love understanding how things work in the
world,” she says. Out of her book came a live walking tour,
then the downloads, “and now I have a company. We are a
brand, and we’re doing things,” she laughs.
Her initial efforts, which received a range of funding support,
including money from the Heritage Council and the Government, are downloadable walking tours of Dublin’s Botanic
Gardens, a family-oriented tour to the Hill of Tara that includes
print-out activity sheets for children, and a guide to the treasures in the Royal Irish Academy.

Earlier this year Mary launched the first of a new series of free
downloadable “Dublin by Numbers” mathematics walking tours
that let listeners find the magic of numbers in fossils, wellknown Dublin statues, buildings and other unexpected places.
“It’s amazing. When you look around, there are numbers everywhere, on cars, on lamp posts, on the arch in St Stephen’s
Green,” she says. Intended for anyone from the age of six
upwards, the first walk, called “Arts, Arches and Architecture”
is centred around St Stephen’s Green.
It is full of puzzles and numerical activities, such as trying
to work out the size of the antlers of the fossil deer in the
National History Museum and estimating the height of the wall
of “Tonehenge” – the Dublin sculpture commemorating Wolfe
Tone.
The emphasis is on fun and on discovering how mathematics is
all around us – and not doing equations. “It’s not about getting
the right answer. Some questions don’t have answers and some
will send you to the internet to learn more. It’s about looking
at mathematics with a whole different eye.”
The walk was developed in conjunction with St Patrick’s College Drumcondra.
Two more Dublin walks to be released shortly include a math-

St Patrick's Parade 2012 Dublin. How Electricity is made
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St. Patrick's
Parade
Science
Treasure
Hunt all over
Dublin

Is science
journalism dead?
T

he current state of health of science journalism
is to be scrutinised at ESOF2012 in Dublin during a round table organised by the Irish Science &
Technology Journalists’ Association (ISTJA). Science
journalists now have many challenges to holding onto
their role of bringing science news to the general
public, including the increase in direct communication
to the public by scientific bodies, the proliferation of
Internet news/commentary/blogs, and the reduction in
the numbers of specialist science reporters by media
owners.
EUSJA’s new honorary secretary Wolfgang Goede, the
former president of the World Federation of Science
Journalists Nadia El-Awady, and distinguished science
journalists Martin Robbins, Elisabetta Tola and Brian
Trench make up the panel for the round table. Brian
has arranged the event on behalf of ISTJA, and it is
to take place on Thursday 12 July from 4 pm to 5.30
pm.(see page 9 for details).
Brian also set up a second ISTJA initiative,
the running of evening science cafés during
ESOF. This is being done in co-operation
with the Alchemist Café, a voluntary group
that has been running thought-provoking
monthly discussions on science in Dublin
for several years. Different pubs near the
ESOF main venue in the Dublin Convention Centre will be the venues. ISTJA is
hoping to see lots of our EUSJA friends
and colleagues in Dublin.

	Anna Nolan, ISTJA vice
president and EUSJA national delegate
Spring 2012 				

ematical exploration of Merrion Square and Georgian Dublin,
and a walk that connects Merrion Square to Trinity College
Dublin’s Science Gallery, via excursions to the National Gallery
and Westland Row train station.
A fourth, starting from Dunsink Observatory on the outskirts
of the city, will be an audio companion to what she calls “the
world’s greatest science walk”, retracing the famous Royal
Canal walk of perhaps Ireland’s most important scientist, William Rowan Hamilton. On that walk long ago, he came up with
the idea for mathematical equations known as quaternions
which now underpin everything from the animations in film and
computer games to space voyages.
Initially a sideline to Mulvihill’s in-person walking tours, the
downloads have taken on a life of their own after the success
of the Tara and Botanic Garden tours, which can be downloaded from her website, Ingeniousireland.ie, or bought on an
MP3 player at those sites.
Their popularity made her realise there was the potential for a
company using the Ingenious Ireland monicker.
“It started out from two things,” she says. “First, the Tara
project, There’s just so much you can tell people about Tara,
but not much explanation at the actual site. And also, my
background in radio. I knew that it’s a great way to tell a story
and I have a passion about getting these stories out to a wider
audience.”
She also realised creating downloads would expand what she is
able to do with live walking tours. “I can’t do the
tours all the time, so I thought I’d start to record
them. Creating the talk downloads would free me
up to do other things. And once you start these
things, a road just sort of emerges.
“It’s very much about storytelling. I tell stories you
won’t hear anywhere else, and take you places you
didn’t know existed. Just download a tour, and you
have me by your shoulder.”
Ideas for the tours can happen in curious ways.
“The maths one is just something that came out
of a glass of wine with a mathematician at a reception,” she says. She thought about it, realised it
would have to be for families, and “Dublin by
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European Commissioner Máire Geoghegan-Quinn discusses ESOF with Prof Patrick Cunningham
Chief Scientific Advisor to the Irish Government.
Numbers” was born.
“Also, Dubliners are really fascinated about stories they don’t
know about their own city,” she says, so she began to think of
ways to tell people more.
Through the tours, she loves introducing people to Dublin
locations they might never have visited, such as the Royal Irish
Academy. “It’s wonderful, and visitors can see their manuscript
of the day for free. Did you know the benches in the meeting
room came from Grattan’s parliament?
And they have Thomas Moore’s harp.”

While it is today’s latest technologies, such as downloads and
apps, that make her tours accessible, she notes that in many
ways, the technologies and concepts are quite old. “This is just
radio in your pocket but some of this is 50 years old. We’ve
had audio guided walks since portable audio players became
available 50 years ago. What’s new is the downloading, accessibility and availability.”
She hopes that tour guides will eventually highlight the existence of the downloadable tours, so that visitors can make use
of them.

•

Irish Prime
Minister Enda
Kenny discusses
ESOF with
Prof Patrick
Cunningham.
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Report from the meeting in Leiden

Different views, different opinions,
same challenges across Europe
Raili Leino

W

e are different and we work in different ways, but still many things are
common for all European science

journalists.
This was a clear message that all Eusja delegates
and other European science journalists agreed on
in a science journalists’ conference in Leiden in
March.
The conference was for Dutch journalists but had
one international track in English.
First: we are all too few. Too many of us get
kicked out because of age. A journalist in his or
her sixties can be at his or her best: still healthy,
carrying great motivation and a lot of knowledge
and experience, with no small kids to worry
about. Shareholders, though, see it differently, and
hire young (and cheap) people: why serve people
champagne if they will get drunk from bulk red wine as well?
“Science journalism is needed more than ever today,” says Jari
Makinen, a journalist specializing in space and astronomy.
“People need to know, to be able to make decisions about the
big questions: energy, climate change, health, food, genetically
modified organisms etc. Many people think newspapers, magazines and tv are not needed any more since we have the internet
and all information in the world can be found in seconds.”
It is vice versa, says Kaianders Sempler, an experienced veteran
from Ny Teknik in Sweden.
“A journalist can do something a biologist or a researcher can’t.
He will put things in context. Second: we should check our facts
far better than we do.
In the good old days big magazines used to employ special people who did nothing but check facts of the coming articles.
Most of these people have now been cleaned out in the name of
savings. Journalists, again, are in a hurry and a bit lazy – even with
the most obvious.
– Before writing, everyone should ask at least these questions:
Is this something completely new? Have we written about this
before? What was the result? What happened next? Kaianders
Sempler says.
A quote is almost never a direct quote.
People talk in ways
that often must be rewritten
The method of the checking of the facts varies in different countries. A British journalist never sends a whole story to anyone
– the interviewed person gets to see only the quotes.
Journalists do discuss the topic a lot with colleagues and other
specialists, though. On the other hand, a quote is almost never a
direct quote. People talk in ways that often must be rewritten.
Fabio Turone from Italy uses focusing questions during the interview: So you mean that... Can this be expressed this way...?
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Martin Schneider, Barbie Drillsma and Elmar Veerman
debate about the issues raised by Audrie Van Veen
Many of the journalists in Poland or Finland will send the whole
story and see no problems in it.
“It is very important to see the context,” says Marzenna Nowakowska, who works as a scientist and a science journalist as well.
–“Sometimes the context can give the quote a very different
meaning from what the researcher has meant – even quite an
opposite meaning.
Given the chance, some researchers send the story back rewritten. It gives the journalist some extra work to find out which
changes are essential and which can be ignored.”
Where does the money come from,
and where does it go to?
Who gets the benefit?
“Go meet the researcher! “says Elmar Veerman from the Netherlands. Still, there are researchers and specialists for every opinion. So we must look for the truth and not for the guy who supports our pre-built view and opinion. Even then, the journalist
must remember to ask himself a few questions, especially when
big money is involved. Where does the money come from, and
where does it go to? Who gets the benefit?
Great space news is often given out before governments are
considering big financial decisions. Not so great news about new
medicines is often not published at all. This is because a negative
result does not bring reputation to the researcher and does not
promote sales, either.
It would, though, be important to publish all the results. That
would give both the researchers and the public a fuller picture,
and it would stop other researchers doing the same research
again.
Scientifically ”no” is as good an answer as ”yes”, and even things
that look obvious are scientifically proven only after they are
scientifically proven – many things are not what we expect
them to be.
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The most recent study trips

Saarbrücken
again!
Olga Baklitskaya-Kameneva, Moscow

T

his EUSJA trip to Saarland under the headline “How Computer Science and Materials
Science are improving the world” is full of
events as usual. I have survived the strike in Berlin
airport, spending the whole day in the city, enjoyed
nice sunny Saarbruecken and then plunged into
computer sciences.
I’ve seen some familiar faces - 10 journalists are taking part in our trip: my Russian colleagues, journalists
from Hungary, Austria, The Netherlands, Belgium,
Denmark and Spain... Some of them are freelancers
well known in their countries, some – newcomers
in science journalism, but everybody is interested to
get to know more in IT-technology and how computer science changes our life.
EUSJAns from Russia, Hungary, Austria, The Netherlands, Belgium,
Why did we come to learn this to Saarbruecken?
Denmark and Spain took part in the visit in Saarbrücken.
Several world-class research institutes have been
established here. The scientists at the Saarland
I realized it was a good idea to come here once again! I have
University work closely with the Max-Planck Institutes for Infornew information, I have met new people and got some new
matics and Software Systems; the German Research Center for
contacts I could use working on my articles. We were lucky to
Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) and the Center for Bioinformatics
observe for example the animation of 3D characters created by
with a high reputation and excellence. These research institutes
the computer scientists, to listen to the reports about different
are located in the big campus. I would mention that the Presssoftware – for medicine to support HIV therapy, for engineering
service here works brilliantly and is doing its best to establish a
to construct new machines.
good connection between scientists and journalists. One of the
We visited also the famous Dagstuhl, the Leibniz Center for
best ways to feed this goal is to cooperate with EUSJA which has
Informatics.
member associations in different countries of Europe.
Computer science is really changing our life. But here is a topic
To speak frankly, this is my second visit to Saarbruecken on an
EUSJA study trip. I was really impressed by what I had seen three
which needs maybe some hard reflection from science journalyears ago and decided to join the trip again in order to find out
ist. Professor Wolfgang J.Paul, Chairman Computer Science in
what was new in this biggest cluster of IT technologies as this is a
Saarbruecken said what is most important: “Invest money in a
field where new ideas are in demand every day.
security of IT technology!”

•

Panoramic view of the famous Dagstuhl, the Leibniz Center for Informatics.
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The most recent study trips

Friendly notes
after Heidelberg

T

hank you for a very fruitful and entertaining trip to
Heidelberg! Great to meet so many excellent scientists
and nice journalists :-D
I only took the camera out of my bag one time, so I didn't get
a lot of pictures. Anyway, here is a link to them while we are
waiting for Ferenc's 1000+ shots ;-) http://gallery.me.com/palmgren#100019
Hope to see you soon at another great EUSJA trip!

Gorm Palmgren, Dalmose, Denmark

H

ello Gorm and all you wonderfull people, greetings
from Turku! I´m back to my desk after few extra days
in Heidelberg, where we finally managed to get some
sunshine too.
Unfortunately, this first weekend at home has been one you
can never forget due the catastrophic and utterly sad events in
Norway.
Anyway, thank you all for your company and ladies at DKFZ
and EMBL, thank you for challenging and exciting program. This
morning, when I opened the local newspaper, I found out that
Dr Johanna Ivaska´s group here in Turku University has discovered a "switch" that can stop cancer cell both growing and moving.
Their article is coming out today in Journal of Cell Biology, if you
want to check into it.

ello everyone, on the brink of leaving for a two week
holiday in France, I also want to let you know that the
visit to Heidelberg has been a very rewarding for me.
Got some splendid ideas for future articles and it was really nice
meeting colleagues from all corners of Europe.
Once again I'd like to thank everyone at EMBL and DKFZ for
making this possible, and also Gorm and Sonia for the photos.

Liisa Koivula, Turku, Finland

Huup Dassen, The Netherlands

ear friends, I want to thank you all for a rewarding and
exciting study trip. A lot of useful information packed
in those days. This was my first EUSJA trip ever and
I enjoyed your company very much, hopefully see you in two
years in Helsinki!

i Gorm (and everyone else!),Thanks for sharing the
photos - looks like you had fun in your free time in
Heidelberg! I put a few photos from your time here at
EMBL on our facebook page.
I look forward to meeting and working with you all in the future!

Satu Lipponen, Helsinki, Finland

Sonia Furtado, EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany

D

H

Good Bye, Heidelberg! Ready to go back home

H

A sight of the European
Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL) in
Heidelberg
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Old-style Face-book

EUSJA's new board: Women on Top!

The new EUSJA board elected during
the General Assembly held in Leiden, Netherlands, on
March 10th, 2012.
From left to right (top line):
Elmar Veerman (Netherlands), confirmed Treasurer
Barbie Drillsma (United Kingdom) new President
Viola Egikova (Russia) new vice-President
Wolfgang C. Goede (Germany), new Hon. Secretary.
Menelaos Sotiriou (Greece), left,
and Fabio Turone (Italy), right,
have been co-opted as associate members
A yearly appointment not to miss!

The Spirit of Lindau
Viola Egikova

T

his July a group of science journalists will attend the 62nd
Meeting of Nobel Laureates with young scientists in
Lindau. About 30 Nobelists and 550 young researchers
from all over the world will come to this famous place overlooking lake Constance. Among Nobel Prize Winners there
will be David Gross, Theodor Hansch, Harald zur Hausen, Sir
Harold Kroto, Robert Laughlin, John Mather, Mario Molina, Carlo
Rubbia, Brian Schmidt, George Smoot, Martin Veltman, Daniel
Shectman and others.
For EUSJA it will be the 6-th year of the successful collaboration
with the Lindau Council. During these years the journalists from
UK and Germany, The Netherlands and Hungary, Austria and
Poland, Italy and Romania, Switzerland and Estonia, Ireland and
Russia, Finland and Spain have attended this prestigious meeting
and their feedback was always very positive. Here is what Hannelore Giessen, a member of WPK (Germany), wrote last year:
“As it was supported by the EUSJA, it was a fantastic chance
for me as a medical and scientific journalist to take part in this
exceptional meeting. The topics covered a wide range of basic
medical research: from Elisabeth Blackburn’s lecture on telomerase as a fundamental aspect on age-related diseases and Harald
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zur Hausen’s explanations on pathogens and cancer to Ada
Yonath’s speech on the ribosome and the chances of developing
new antibiotics on the base of this increased knowledge… “I will
live on it for my whole life”, commented a young scientist from
Madrid. I myself fully agree as it was an enormous chance to
learn from Nobel laureates on basic research revealing the correlation between the different topics and resulting in a deeper
understanding.”
Why science journalists found their attendance to the meetings
such a useful and unforgettable experience? What do they benefit from their visit?
First of all they may attend the lectures of the famous scientists,
to speak with them, to organize interviews and the venue of this
event gives plenty of possibilities to meet with scientists not only
during the sessions, but also at social events. Lindau Meetings
offer different events for journalists: press-conferences, round
tables and teleconferences. The topics are always hot: the teleconference with CERN, the debates about the future of energy,
the environmental problems and so on. It is rather interesting
also to meet talented young scientists. Who knows, maybe some
of them will be Nobel Prize Winner one day, like Professor Theodor Hansch who first time visited Lindau as a student? It was
some decades ago and in 2005 he got a Nobel Prize in physics.
It is very important also that science journalists could meet
their colleagues from different countries. And last but not least:
Lindau is a wonderful city. And Lindau Meetings always offers the
opportunity to visit the isle of Mainau where German scientists
are usually organizing interactive exhibitions in innovative science.
This year Lindau Meetings invites 8 EUSJA journalists, this
includes the accommodation, conference fee and meal. The journalists will have free access to computers and Internet.
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A recipe from Cyprus

The trendy term “Boutique”
has now spread to our favourite tipple
Cherry Dobbins

B

outique is a term commonly applied to independent
clothing shops and small hotels that offer something a
little more special than the usual. It is also a term now
being attached to wineries and wines. A boutique winery is
simply one that produces less than 2,000 cases a year. However,
a boutique wine has something specific that makes it different,
such as a passion for an unusual grape or blend. Boutique wines
are becoming fashionable with those wine drinkers who enjoy
searching for ‘something different’ to impress their friends.
One of the rarest red wine grapes in the world is Maratheftiko. It is indigenous to the island of Cyprus, where I live and
estimated that only some
120 hectares in total are
under cultivation. Although
extremely difficult to
reproduce it has a history
going back some thousand
years. This small island was
one of the very few places
in the world not to be
affected by the Phylloxera
vine disease in the nineteenth century. Originally
a native of eastern U.S.A.
this aphid spread to France
during an exchange of vine
cuttings. It rapidly spread
across Europe devastating
the vineyards. Worldwide
the only significant areas
not to be affected by Phylloxera are Cyprus, Chile
and a few small regions of
Portugal and Australia.
Although a wine containing
the Maratheftiko grape is
virtually impossible to find
outside Cyprus, the dessert wine Commandaria
is exported to many
countries including Britain
and the U.S.A. This is the
oldest named wine in the
world and reputedly drunk
by the Egyptian pharaohs.
It is made from two more grapes that are indigenous to Cyprus,
the Xynistiri white grape and the Mavro Kypriako black grape.
The recipe for this edition is a traditional recipe from Cyprus
for cooking baby new potatoes. I suggest that you do not use a
boutique wine but rather an everyday table wine. Drink the boutique wine with the rest of the meal.

•
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Cypriot Crushed
Potatoes
with Wine
and Coriander
•16 small new potatoes
• Olive oil for frying
• 6 tbsp. dry red wine
• 1 tbsp. coriander seeds freshly and
coarsely ground
• 2 tbsp. freshly squeezed lemon juice
• Salt and pepper

1
2
3
5
6
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